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Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

•Advances in modern machine learning often rely on
the availability of large amounts of labeled data.

•When labeled data is difficult to obtain, we can
leverage data from a related domain – e.g. classifier
for DSLR camera images using labeled data from a
mobile phone camera.

• Challenge: Adapting trained classifier models under
unknown distributional shifts or dataset biases.

•Without adaptation, classification performance of
even sophisticated deep learning approaches drops
significantly in practice.

Problem Formulation
• Source domain: Sample set Xs and label set ys.

• Target domain: Unlabeled sample set Xt with no
prior knowledge on the domain shifts.

•Goal: Build a classifier to predict labels yt in the
target domain.

Example data for unsupervised domain adaptation

Figure: This illustration shows calculator images corresponding to
four different domains viz., Amazon, Webcam, DSLR and Caltech
from the benchmark office-31 [1] dataset.

•Broad classes of solutions: (i) subspace alignment, (ii)
adversarial adaptation, (iii) distribution matching (e.g.
optimal transport)

Even with Naïve Assumptions Subspace
Alignment Has Been Effective

•Models each domain using a single linear subspace
and computes the alignment matrixM as [2]:

F(M) = ||ZSM− ZT||2F
M∗ = argminM(F(M))

where ZS,ZT are the source and target subspaces and
||.||2F is the Frobenius norm

•Aligned subspace representations are obtained as:
ZSA = XsZSM∗ and ZTA = XtZT.

• Train classifier using ZSA and apply it directly to ZTA.

Proposed Idea

• Challenge: Assuming a single global subspace model
for complex heterogeneous data is highly restrictive.

• Solution: We advocate the use of multiple linear
subspaces to approximate both source and target
datasets.

•Need to solve the correspondence between multiple
source and target – leverage tools from
Grassmannian analysis.

•Resulting alignment is highly effective for even
complex domain shifts.

Algorithm

Step 1: Describe each dataset (source, target) using a
collection of low-dimensional, linear subspaces.

Dataset X, 
error threshold t , 

subspace dimension  k 

Perform PCA  to obtain
subspace basis vectors

Calculate reprojection
errors for each sample

Outlier detection via
comparison of errors with the

threshold t

No of outliers< 
no of inliers

No

Aggregate Subspaces of
inliers in each run

Yes

Step 2: Solve for correspondence between the sets of
source and target subspaces. We utilize a distance
metric defined on the Grassmannian (the manifold of
subspaces).

Step 3: Calculate aligned representations ZSA and ZTA
for each of these pair of aligned subspaces. Finally, the
representations are concatenated and used to design
an 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier.

Results on Surf features
Classification results across the 12 domains from the
Office-Caltech dataset with SURF features.

Results on DeCaf features
Classification results across the 12 domains from the
Office-Caltech dataset with DeCaf features.
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